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We had great attendance at our April general meeting—partly due to the fact that
nationally known fishing personality Skip Morris was our speaker. I enjoyed his talk on
dry fly fishing in lakes, and learned a thing or two.
I also had the opportunity later in the week to fish with Skip and his wife Carol at
Apache Lake. Fishing wasn’t fast and furious, but a number of bass (largemouth and
smallmouth) were landed, including what Skip said was his personal best ever smallmouth—a 3.5 pound beauty.
I hope you were able to attend the joint DFC Becker lake/WMLF Becker best day on April 11. We had
a good turnout, and made some money for WMLF conservation activities. I wasn’t able to fish in the
morning, but I caught several fish in the afternoon dragging a Simi-seal leech down the center of the
lake on a full sinking line. One of our members fished from shore and picked up several fish on dry
flies. Most club members I talked to had gotten into the fish. On Sunday, I caught one nice rainbow
dangling a Skip Morris ”Gummi Worm” below an indicator, and then hooked up several more later
dragging leeches around.
Elsewhere in this newsletter, I have info on our next three outing: May’s outing is to the Mogollon
Rim, June is to the White Mountains, and July is a special trip to Durango, Colorado. I encourage you to
sign up for any (or all!) of these trips.
Many of you know that one of our club’s favorite local fisheries is Boulder Cove at Canyon Lake. The
access to this cove was closed most of the winter due to weather damage to the fishing dock, although
I suspect it was mostly to save money. Regardless, access to the cove is now open, and many club
members have reported good catches of bedding bass and good sized bluegills and green sunfish. If
you are fishing for the sunfish make sure your flies have these two attributes: 1. Chartreuse 2. Rubber
legs. If you go, don’t forget your Tonto pass.
As I write this article, I’m also in the throes of getting ready for a trip to New Mexico to fish for Tiger
Muskies. I made myself a 10 wt rod, bought new fly lines, tied 2 dozen muskie flies, bought my NM
fishing license on line and purchased the biggest landing net that Bass Pro sells! Wish me luck!!
Tight Lines, keep your powder dry, and zip up your tent door at night. Those mice are sneaky.
Very sneaky.
Joe
Questions? Comments? ...Catch me at: joestaller@yahoo.com...or... joseph.staller@freescale.com

MAY DFC CLUB MEETING...

DUANE REDFORD...Guide, author and teacher...
Come along and join us as Mr. Redford gives us a
run down on The Eagle River- PLUS... Fly Fishing
Unfamiliar Waters & Rivers. Catch the rest us, DFC
Trout Bums, on Wednesday, May 13, 2015
Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

"The great charm of fly-fishing is that we are always learning; no matter how long we have been
at it, we are constantly making some fresh discovery, picking up some new wrinkle. If we become
conceited through great success, some day the trout will take us down a peg.“
~by Theodore Gordon-1907~

Catch all of us DFC TROUT BUMS...We talk fish, we fish an' fish an' talk fish while enjoying the out-of-doors in Arizona!
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TALK ABOUT A BIG FISH!
by Dick Brooks

DFC MISSION STATEMENT

To advance the sport of fly
fishing in Arizona through
education, conservation
and community outreach
efforts by:
• Providing Education
classes and clinics on fly
fishing, fly casting, fly
tying, rod building and
other associated skills

• Committing to conserve,
restore, and enhance local
and regional fisheries
• Making fishing
approachable, enjoyable
and safe in family friendly
environment
• Promoting responsible
angling practices
CATCH US HERE:
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Well, let's see. The weather report for ULM on April
15th guessed that it would have winds of 10 to 20 mph
coming out of the north/northwest gusting to 29 mpg
with clear skies during the day and a chance of snow
flurries in the evening so we figured that it would not
be too taxing and noticed that the Forest Service was
going to deforest the forest with a fire so we might
have some cloud cover from the smoke. Overnight low
was 36 degrees and the high was to be about 52.
We is me and my fishing buddy of 31 years Grant
Berkowitz who has recently became a DFC member. He
had never been Pike fishing. I have had three previous
outings at ULM with mixed results. The first time I went
with Vince and Jerry, stepped in a hole while wading
and filled my waders with chilling water and did not
catch a fish. The second time was with Joe Staller and
he forgot to bring the seat to my pontoon boat and
with the wind blowing hard I was unable to fish from
the shore. The third time I was back up there with Vince
and managed to land one medium sized Pike, hooked
another but lost it trying to recover my balance after
being hit with a strong gust of wind.
This time I was going to do it right! We had our
heavy rods, clear intermediate sink fly lines, #60 fluorocarbon tippet and some flies that were sure to nail
the fish. And we did. We hooked and landed four nice
fish, Grant 3 Pike, me 1 Walleye, but mine was the biggest at about 24-26 inches. The wind really started to
come up and the bite was off so we decided we had
had enough.
Since it is a fairly long drive for a day trip and it was
going to be a chilly 38 degrees when we arrived we
had decided to take Grant's gas sipping Nissan Versa
instead of instead of my gas gulping topless Jeep.
His Nissan has enough ground clearance to be able
to drive over a shot glass if it is laying on its side and
is equipped with low rolling resistance highway tires.
Having parked on the drit road paralleling the lake

there became a problem when we tried to climb the
loose gravel, rutted dirt road to get back to the main
highway. His tires just would not hook up and we were
forced to navigate our way all the way to the north end
of the road where we were able to get out. This called
for some tire placement 'spotting' like we used to do
on Jeep runs to be able to get to the take out, but after some slow and careful driving and some excellent
spotting we made our way out.
OH YEAH! The fish story. About mid morning Grant
had become so frustrated with trying to cast a 10wt
clear intermediate sink (slinky) fishing line that he had
walked back to the car to replace it with an 8wt floating line. I of course had moved into the spot where he
was catching fish and after a prodigious cast found myself snagged on one of the many underwater rocks. I
had cast so far out that wading out to it was not an option so I backed out of the water, got as far sideways as
I could and tugged as hard as I could trying to free the
snag. Didn't take too long, broke off the whole forward
section of the line and was just left with running line
portion. I figured it would be OK but soon found out
that the weighted forward taper makes a huge difference. Didn't care, I had caught the biggest fish of the
day (bigger than any of Grant's) and was content.
One of the many benefits of fishing with Grant is
that he likes to go often and the other is he never
wants to quit. We had decided we had just about
enough and as we were walking back to the car he said
he wanted to make just a few more casts right along a
weed line. Three casts later into a just below howling
wind he connected with the biggest Pike I have ever
seen. Twenty minutes or so later it was at the bank for
photos and release. We didn't have a tape measure
with us and and didn't think to lay it along the rod for
later speculation but the next day we calculated it at
between 50 and 52 inches and heavy.
Questions?? Catch me, Dick Brooks at: gdubby77@gmail.com

Upcoming DFC Outings
MAY....

JUNE....

JULY....

For our May outing, we’re going
to explore the Mogollon Rim! The
dates Are May 14-17, and we’ll be
camping in the group camping area
at the Ponderosa campground. The
campground is located 12 miles
northeast of Payson on State Hwy.
260. Turn south into the site. Cost
is $12/night per vehicle. Ponderosa
campground was selected so that
participants will have multiple opportunities for fishing. Woods Canyon and Willow Springs lakes are
close by, and there are several small
streams in the vicinity: Tonto, Horton, Christopher Creek, C-Canyon,
Chevelon etc. The club will provide
the main entrée on Saturday night
(likely pulled pork or hamburgers)
and attendees will be asked to bring
side dishes. Joe Staller- Host

The June outing is our White
Mountains Extravaganza. Dates
are June 11-14. We will be staying at
the group camping area at the Winn
campground. You'll find the campground on Forest Road 554, just off
State Road 273, between Sheep’s
Crossing and the Phelps Trailhead.
Lee Valley Lake is on the other side
of the road. Cost is $12/night per
vehicle. Winn campground was selected so that participants will have
multiple opportunities for fishing.
Lee Valley Reservoir is very close by,
and offers opportunities to catch
grayling and Apache trout. The East
and West forks of the Little Colorado
are nearby. Sunrise, Crescent, Big
Lake, Carnero, Horseshoe Cienega
lakes are within easy striking distance. The club will host a chili tasteoff Saturday night, all participants
are asked to bring their favorite
chili recipe. We usually throw it all
together in one pot. The club will
provide hot dogs and buns for those
who prefer chili dogs. Please bring
other side dishes to share.
Joe Staller- Host

For July, we will be heading to Durango, Colorado. Dates are July
23-26. (Arrive on the 23rd, and check
out on the 26th.) We have negotiated
a special rate at the Durango Downtown Inn. Rooms are $119/night
double occupancy. Talk about great
fishing opportunities! The Animas
river runs through Durango and can
hold some pretty nice rainbows and
browns. The San Juan River in New
Mexico is close by. The Los Pinos,
Dolores, and the Piedra rivers are
also nearby. If you like lakes, try Vallecito, Lemon, Navajo, or McPhee.
For me, the draw is the small streams
with hungry brookies, rainbows and
browns. Lime, Hermosa and Cascade
creeks are close by, but there are
dozens of others. For those interested in guiding fishing, we will provide a list of guide services.
Joe Staller- Host

For more information or to sign up for these trips... Catch me, Joe Staller at:
joestaller@yahoo.com - or: 602-568-9431

PLEASE
As a courtesy to all of us DFC Trout Bums...
NOTE...
Please, we need to get a little more clarity on attendees for the Durango Colorado
outing now that the date has been finalized. (July 23-26) I’d like to get some
preliminary hotel reservations in the next few weeks.
Get with me...Catch me, Joe Staller, at: joestaller@yahoo.com or: 602-568-9431
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SCHEDULE...

It may be hard to believe, but many of
my friends fish way more than me. No
complaints, I do get a fair amount of
time on the water, and I am fishing more
than I did when I had young kids. I am
just trying to point out that you need to
schedule your fishing, even it its just a
few hours of Carp’n at one of the canals
or a half day on the Lower Salt River. I
have a hard time buying that you don’t
have a few hours that you can sneak in
some fly fishing close to home. It may
not be glamorous, but it offers you the
chance to wet a line, get attached to
a fish, and work on your casting skills.
Even if you can afford to do the more
exotic trips, a long lay off between trips
will erode your fly fishing skills.
Looking back at the calendar for this
year in January I was planning a Tiger
Muskie trip for April, did a Puerto Penasco trip, maybe two, a Lee’s Ferry
trip, pushed the club fish fry. February made a Puerto Penasco, and firmed

by Vince Deadmond
up Muskie trip plans. Agreed to go on
the Lee’s Ferry float trip in May. March
did two Pike trips, Puerto Penasco, tied
flies for the Muskie trip, fished Canyon Lake. April fished Puerto Penasco,
fished canal for Carp and went on the
Tiger Muskie trip. Without a schedule I
would not get that much fishing done.
I was mildly put off about my nephew’s
Roosevelt Lake wedding where I didn’t
arrange to do some Bass fishing, my
fault. I did get to do some Carp’n with
Jeff Voigt before he returned home for
the summer.
Cinda Howard mentioned it in her
presentation to the club, “Improve your
casting to catch Carp.” You will get a lot
of refusals when you are Carp fishing,
the better you cast the better you will
do. My casting was not sharp, I probably cast to 400 fish and caught 4 of
them the day that Jeff and I fished the
canal. Several of them looked closely,
some kissed the fly, and I pulled the fly

My Highlight of Fly Fishing

right out of the mouth of some of them.
The fishing was exciting, visual, on moving water, and close to home. Many of
you live close to a canal that has fish in
it. My suggestion, check out your canal, walk or ride your bike on the canal
bank, and if you see a good number of
Carp you need to come back with your
fly rod.
I did get a few pictures of some Carp
that Jeff and I caught at the canal. The
Tiger Muskie trip was too close to the
dead line for the news letter to be included. We should have some pictures
and reports on the Muskie trip at the
next DFC meeting.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware
Guy can be reached at Best Hardware 237
N Apache Trail Apache Junction, AZ

vince@ajbest.com or 480 982 7461.

by David Salamone

I waited for years to take my son to a stream.
The thought of it was as exciting as catching my dream.
Then came the day that we packed and left home,
For the first time together,
Not dad alone,
He with a spinning rod, I with my flies.
Into the morning, cast upon cast,
Always watching him with a loving glance.
Then, with his hip boots he wandered too far into the flow,
Into his hip boots ran the water,
I could feel the chill.
Onto the bank went the son,
Wet and disheartened, his day all but done.

I waded to him and went up to shore,
Gave him my waders and fly rod and more.
He looked at me with question,
Asked what I would do and I told him I'd teach him,
Show him what to do.
Out into the stream we went,
He with my fly rod and vest.
The lessons were quick, his learning skills quicker.
One cast, then another and soon he connected,
With first rainbow on line, then another, another.
I sat back on the bank, watched him for the rest of the day.
He never stopped smiling, still does to this day.
That lives in my memory as my catch of the day.
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Fly Tying Corner

Intermediate session on Wednesday, May 27 • 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
At: Gilbert Library (Corner of Greenfield and Guadalupe).

Mike Styvaert will be the Guest tying instructor for this session.

May Flies of the Month
Mini Bunny Leach

NOTE

Hook: Daiichi 1760, size 8, 2X long, 2x
Strong, curved shank. Straight shank may
also be used in lieu.
Thread: Uni 6/0 black.
Tail: Cross Cut Rabbit with skin cut ¼ to
3/8 inches long.
Body: Sparkle Pearl
Hackle: Cross Cut Rabbit with skin cut
approximately ½ inch long.
Material to tie a couple of each fly will be provided. Mike will also provide
pictures of how well the flies work if asked nicely.
We need a better turn out if you want these sessions to continue. As it is, there is
likely to be summer break with picking up agin in fall (maybe October).

Articulated Leech
Tail section.
Thread: Unithread 6/0 Black
Hook: The Fly Shop or Tiemco 9395
size 8 (Stockard 247)
Tail: Simi-Seal #23 Crawdad, tied long
Tail Accent: Gold Krystal Flash
6 inches of 6 lb approx. monofilament
6 inches approx. of 10 lb Super Braid
Forward section.
Thread: Unithread 6/0 Black
Hook: Daiichi 1750 size 8, 4X long
streamer

Got questions??? Catch me, Bob Harrison at: Harrn7963@aol.
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DFC Trout Bum, Dick Brooks and his Vices
I sit here this morning working on my second cup of Hazelnut half/caf pondering
these vices/vises. I, like Michael Connlley's
Harry Bosch like a little soft jazz or blues in
the background to help settle my mind while
contemplating serious issues. Today I have
some of Ray Brown's mellow stuff on to help
accomplish this.
Webster's Dictionary, yes I still have one of
those, defines a vice as "an evil, degrading,
or immoral practice or habit; a serious moral
failing". Mr. Webster also defines a vise as "a
clamping device of metal or wood usually consisting of two jaws closed or opened by a screw
or lever, used in carpentry or metalworking to
hold a piece in position". Many of the people
that I fish with have at least one or sometimes
both of these depending on how fervently one
decides to apply the definitions. If one reads
too much John Gierach it becomes obvious
that fly fishing sometimes incorporates both.
My first experience with a vise came about
because I was forced into it to be able to
catch some of the big trout at Silver Creek. It
seems that I was up there for a few days and

Fly Tying Types

just could not get the fish to bite. I had been
watching four guys not too far from me pull
one ofter another nice trout out of the water
and when they finally got tired of catching
fish and were packing up to leave I got up the
nerve to ask them "just what in the hell are you
guys using?". A real nice chap named Tim, I've
forgotten his last name, showed me what he
called "dog bones", a small fly made out of
chamois and shaped like a dog bone, narrow
in the center with big flappy hexagonal ends.
He was kind enough to give me the last two he
had with him and with their use I immediately
started catching fish. Of course I lost both of
them before the day was over and since I was
going to be there for few more days I knew I
needed to tie some. Problem was that my fly
vise and limited equipment was at my house
in the valley so some grieving was going to be
necessary. At the local Walmart in Showlow I
found the stuff I needed. A chamois for drying your just washed car, a pair of scissors to
cut it up with, some Super Glue and a spool of
thread for the tying. Problem was I still didn't
have a vise. Back at the motel room I was able

to rig up my forceps as the vice part and held
them stable on the table with a pair of vice
grips. Tied some up, used them successfully
the next day and all was well.
Since them I have become more involved
in fly tying and have found that my little entry level vise that came with the starter kit has
become insufficient so I started looking for a
better vise. Wow, was I surprised. There is a
whole world of vises out there. Depending on
your financial commitment to the activity you
can spend anywhere from $30.00 to several
hundred dollars on a vise. One can also do the
same thing on a vice. I finally chose one (vise)
in the mid-range and it should do the job sufficiently for sometime. This could also be true
of the other kind of vice but I have so far been
able to avoid that option.
To those of you who have an vice/vise and
participate in at least one of them sometime
I wish you all the best. As Red Green says,
"Keep your stick on the ice, we're all pulling
for you".

By Al Campbell

Fly tyers are a strange breed. It takes serious dedication to stare for hours at tiny hooks with gobs of feathers and hair tied to them. But,
this is where the fly fishing world's creativity is at its best, in the vise. As you might imagine, some definite personalities emerge after
many hours of fly tying. Here's a few personalities I've met at the vise.
Dry Fly Don - Don searches for the ultimate floating beauty like a teenage boy searches for the ultimate date. He scours books and magazines for
hours looking for that dainty creation that makes his heart skip a beat. Don't try to call him to dinner, he won't hear you. He's too busy with the
feathered affair he's having to be interrupted.
Nymphin' Norman - Norman will spend a whole day creating a stone fly nymph that looks like it could move under it's own power. You won't find
a quality dry fly hackle in his stash, but you will find every kind of wing case, back and body material known to the nymphing world. The ultimate
compliment to Norm's abilities was when his wife stomped the stuffing's out of the stone fly nymph he left on the kitchen table. She didn't know
any better, she thought it was a cockroach.
Elk Hair Ed - Ed booked several elk hunting trips to Colorado so he could have the hides tanned to supply his fetish for hair. He's got every shade
and texture of elk hair known to modern man. If you manage to sneak a peek into his fly boxes you'll discover every possible combination of caddis, comparadun, hair wing dun and stimulator patterns known to the modern world. Don't ask him for a may fly nymph, he hasn't found a way
to overcome the floatation the hair gives to his nymph patterns.
Bead Head Bob - If Bob tied it, it has at least one bead in it somewhere. The folks at the local craft store know his bank account number by heart.
He's been directly responsible for their success in the bead market. His favorite dry fly? The bead head, brown wing, bobbed tail, bubbling booby.
Viseman Vern - Vern has every fly tying vise that's been manufactured in the last century, not because he's a collector, but because he's searching
for the ultimate vise. Want a motor driven, self rotating model? Vern has two, in fact, he has two of any vise you might need in two lifetimes. Still,
he's
searching for a new vise that'll take the work out of fly tying.
￼
Dubbing Dan - You can spot Dan's work at twenty paces. Dan has never subscribed to the rule of sparse dubbing. The bodies of his mayfly patterns are as thick as most hopper patterns. His theory is "if a little is good, more is better." He has a dozen blenders he uses constantly to create
every shade and texture of dubbing a fly tyer could possibly want. Eventually Dan will get a job making dubbing for a major fly tying material
company and quit tying flies himself. Until then he'll lavish dubbing on his own creations.
Hackle Harry - If you walk into Harry's fly tying room you'll see two of every shade and grade of Hoffman, Metz, Spencer and Keogh necks and
saddles available. If it has hackle, Harry ties it. In fact, the more hackle it has, the more of them he ties. It's just too bad that most of Harry's flies are
out of place on the slow water near his home. He has to travel at least half a day to get any benefit from the creations he's saved a lifetime to build.
Gadget Gillman - If you take a look at Gillman's fly tying bench, you'll find little room for feathers and fur. All the space is taken by the many gadgets he's collected over the years. Any fly tying gadget, useful or otherwise, will eventually find a permanent place on Gillman's bench, moving
yet another piece of fly tying material out of the way.
Road Kill Rodney - The only store bought materials you'll find on Rodney's bench are hooks and thread. The rest have been gathered from roadsides throughout the country. Neighbors have learned not to follow Rodney too close when he's driving down the road, he often stops very suddenly to pick up some unfortunate critter that crossed the road at the wrong time. Rodney has sorted and stacked every material he's collected,
not by color or texture, but by tread design.
Which personality fits you best? Most of us will find we resemble several of these individuals. I suppose that's ok, fly tyers are a little different than
the rest of the world anyway.
~ Al Campbell
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PLANNING TO PERSUE PIKE

by
Vince
Deadmond
Vince Deadmond,
"The Fly Fishing
Hardware Guy", is
co-owner of Best
Hardware in Apache
Junction, AZ. He
is an enthusiastic,
caffeniated, fly
fisher in search of a
really good cookie.
His fly fishing stories
are published on
the web, in local
newspapers and
magazines. His
stories tangle family, friends, and fly
lines.

My plan to fish for Pike started along time ago, I can
remember as a preteen, sitting in the barbershop,
waiting for a haircut, and reading Field and Stream
magazine. The story was an adventure someone had
catching trophy Pike, in an exotic remote place where
you needed a bush pilot named Buzz to drop you off
at the northern end of the world. The remote “fish
camp” back then was camping and had few amenities.
Today’s “fish camp” has a chef, guides, pro shop, and
a world class plush lodge resort price tag. Unless you
have won the lottery this week you are probably priced
out of the deluxe resort trip.
I am going to suggest a more
modestly priced Pike trip,
close to home, that could
be a day trip or you could
stretch it into a few fun days
of camping or staying in
Flagstaff. Heck you might
even catch a prize Pike.
Upper Lake Mary received
enough rain and snow this
winter for the lake to almost fill up. The water in the
lake has been down for 4 or 5 years, and didn’t fish well
at all last year but, it is in excellent shape now. Dick
Brooks and I recently paid a visit to ULM where we
landed 6 fish, in the 26-30 inch range, before noon.
The wind was whipping up and we decided we didn’t
need any more piercings from the 3/0 flies that we
were chunking. So we called it a day. The trip takes
2.5-3 hours drive time to most places in the valley. I
usually drive up I-17, but this time drove through Payson and around Mormon Lake, it was a more scenic
relaxed drive and didn’t take any longer.
Gear needs are simple for Pike fishing, if you already fly fish for Bass and Trout you have most of the
gear you need. I am partial to my 6 weight fly rod for
our size Pike and I like to use Deceiver patterns in the
5-7 inch size for Pike, that seems to weed out some,
but not all of the smaller Pike. To throw the larger flies

you will need a heavy stiff leader, and I like to use 60#
fluorocarbon for bite tippet. Some folks prefer wire
for the bite tippet, but I think I get more strikes with
the fluorocarbon. Your floating fly line will work, but
you will get into more fish if you use a clear intermediate sink fly line. A jaw spreader and an extra long
forceps are good additions to your gear kit. If you are
looking to camp, the Lakeview Campground is just
across the road from ULM.
A good technique for fishing Upper Lake Mary is
simply to wade the boulder strewn flats areas. The
same disorganized rock piles
that you see on the bank is
what you have when you
are wading. Generally good
footing, but sometimes you
can get tripped up if you are
in too much of a hurry. The
mud can be quite sticky so be
sure your wading boots are
secure. Look for structure,
deeper cuts, and later in the
spring vegetation will give the Pike a place to ambush
other fish. I usually start at the south end of the lake,
and wade until I find moving feeding fish. The lake is
always stained so I have had good luck with brightly
colored flies as well as black. Most of the fish are under 30 inches, but Upper Lake Mary held the Arizona
state Pike record at one time. My best Pike was a 42
inch fish that I caught and released in June of 2013. As
the temperature warms up here in the valley the Pike
fishing will only get better. My suggestion to you is to
plan your Pike trip now. Vince Deadmond “The Fly
Fishing Hardware Guy” can be reached at Best Hardware 237 N Apache Trail, Apache Junction, AZ vince@
ajbest.com or at 480 982 7461.

There are some fish that your heart knows you’ll never land,
that are placed in the path of your fly only for the memory.
KEITH McCAFFERTY
"Gray Ghost Murders"

R . McKEON
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OUTINGS- 2015
MAY OUTINGS
The Rim, Ponderosa Campground
May 14-17, 2015
Host: Joe Staller
joseph.staller@freescale.com / joestaller@yahoo.com

JUNE OUTING

White Mountains Extravaganz

June 11-14, 2015

Host: Joe Staller
joseph.staller@freescale.com / joestaller@yahoo.com

JULY OUTING
Durango, Colorado
July 23-26, 2015

(Arrive on the 23rd, and check out on the 26th.)
Host: Joe Staller
joseph.staller@freescale.com / joestaller@yahoo.com

Member at Large
Dick Brooks, David Huang,
Charlie Rosser, Rick Scott
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

sday...
See ya Wedne 15
M ay 1 3 , 2 0
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